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gives ten tips on preparing for the literature exam.-Students sometimes say it's impossible to study for a literature exam. However, in my experience, students usually have a pretty clear understanding of what they can do to prepare. They are simply not sure that obvious processes such as re-reading established texts or
marking and memorizing important quotes constitute study, in such a way that viewing definitions and formulas are clearly important tasks for other subjects. Then there are a number of tips, most of which will not be new to you, but they all sit on your readiness for the exam – good luck!1. Read and re-read the texts.
Success in literature revolves primarily around textual knowledge and understanding, so in leading up to the exam it is critical that you learn your texts as well as it is possible for you to know them. Take the time to reread the texts you will write in the exam from start to finish, then go back and reread important extracts.
There should be no passage that you cannot identify and place in a wider story; there should be no passage from the verse that you cannot find within the entire verse; there shouldn't be a scene you can't visualize. Make sure you read actively when reading. This means noting the significant features of style and form
that can be used in your discussion, especially in Section B, as well as observing phrases and traits important to certain literary perspectives.2 Learn quotes. While there will be excerpts from your texts in the exam, you should learn important quotes from both of your texts. This is especially important for Section A, but
knowing key quotes will also enhance your discussion of passages in section B. Once you're ready, there's a quote with a friend comparing the number of significant quotes you can record at this point in time. Or perhaps one person comments on your text, and then another person tries to match the quote to the
statement.3 Read around the text. Look at critical responses to your texts. Re-read the material your teacher brought into the classroom, read the introductions to the editions you have, or branch out, starting with Google Scholar to learn what the academic world has done from your text. When you read, consider
interpretation, consider the author's agenda and think about the sociohistoric context of your texts. You won't use all the material you find, but your text analysis will be strengthened by the material you read.4 Talk about your ideas. Find people you can discuss your texts from, such as friends, a teacher, a study group, or
your own long-suffered mother. The more you explain your interpretations, ask questions and listen to others, the stronger your understanding will become. You can start a discussion in a study group from a passage that everyone should comment on, or choose a topic that everyone will answer.5 Go back over your own
work. You've worked hard all year, so use your answers as a revision resource. Read your old essays, and then read the reviews you received throughout the year. Do you still agree with the interpretations you submitted at the beginning of the year? What would you change now? Have you understood all the feedback
your teacher has given you? Did you act on it?6. Learning style – Choose and explore significant/impressive/special sections. Make a thoughtful effort to focus on performing style, shape, voice and (for plays). Think about how your response to parts of texts is shaped by the style in which they are written. Choose your
favorite features of texts and consider which elements of style make them powerful.7 To repent with VCAA is a little better. Do some research on the VCAA web page for VCE literature: in particular, look at past articles and exam reports at the assessment page: close attention to exam sample 2017: as well as the 2017
exam work: 2017 Exam Report: follow the current study design. For both Section A and Section B, you'll find answers in the 2017 exam report to help you understand the evaluation criteria and what evaluators are looking for. Also, walk through the topics of Section A in both the exam sample and the 2017 exam paper,
and make sure you're familiar with all the words and phrases examiners use. Remember that you will not have a dictionary on the literature exam, so raising your vocabulary in advance is crucial.8 Create sample paragraphs. Sometimes it's hard to sit down to write a whole practice essay, and often these efforts are
largely spent on repetitive analysis. Instead, focus your energy on writing specific paragraphs that address specific areas that need to be strengthened. You can write a paragraph about how the text function conveys the views and meanings of the author; you can write the way a particular rhyming couple the essence of
the poet's philosophy; you can write about how a particular phrase is critical to postcolonial reading of your text.9 Practice writing in a conventional setting. Writing is a skill, and like any skills it requires practice to create improvement. While you can't write an entire essay every time you browse literature, time your practice
pieces, so you write a paragraph for ten minutes, remembering the appropriate quotes and using a pen rather than a keyboard to write!10. Install paper / write paper / mark paper. One of the best ways to get into the heads of assessors, and thus learn how to write such exam responses that will be highly evaluated, is to
set the paper. Work in pairs for this exercise, each of you installs paper, then fills in your partner's paper. You must mark the document you have set by giving feedback to your partner. The truism of the learning pyramid - that we retain much more by teaching than passively trying to absorb information - makes this
activity valuable. Viewing is critical to success in literature, but it's not always easy to stay focused and effective in your learning time. Make sure you change your activities to improve your understanding, consolidate your ideas and prepare yourself, and you can for that important day in November.Need help preparing for
the literature exam? We will get our guide to the literature exam by Robert Byrdwood and Melanie Naptin. The guide provides review strategies and activities to help you prepare for the VCE Literature exam. From time management during the exam to proofreading responses, insight literature exam guide covers all the
knowledge and skills needed to succeed in exam literature. The literature exam guide is published by independent Australian educational publisher Insight Publications. Photo: Galina Motyzova/shutterstock Yes, 2019 may be over, but that doesn't mean it should be forgotten! In the first post of our Reflection blog series,
experienced literature teacher Elspeth Maddox shares some lessons you can learn from last year's exam experience - as well as some handy training tips in 2020. — What can I learn from last year's exam? One of the biggest worries for my students going to the 2019 literature exam was whether they would understand
the vocabulary in the subjects of Section A. Despite the fact that the 2019 exam did not introduce any complex expressions or obscure words, there is no prediction of what will appear on this year's paper. Keep in mind that dictionaries are not allowed in the exam, so readiness for any of the keywords in topics is
essential. Check out the general task words found in practice essay topics and past exams. This will help you avoid unpleasant surprises on the day of the exam. What to do during the year to prepare for the exam? Your preparation for this year's exam should be now, starting with reading your texts. Getting reading early
gives you more more to get acquainted with the texts you have chosen. You may find that you connect or enjoy some texts more than others, such as that can deepen your participation and add viability and flair to your essays. Take notes about your texts while reading, including any questions, a new dictionary you
come across, and plot key moments. TIP: A good way to deepen your interaction with text is to read widely around it. Academic essays, reviews and essays by other students can all help expand your knowledge of texts as well as build your understanding of metalanguage. What are the evaluators looking for – and how
can I find out? There is no specific answer sought by appraisers in the literature expertise. However, after reviewing the exam report on the VCAA website – the torile should be published shortly – you may see some common errors and tips on scoring in the upper range. Read some exemplary essays in the report to see
what students have done in the past. While the last three reports make it clear that many different writing styles are acceptable in expertise, the common denominator among highly chosen responses is the ability to show subtle, complex and complex interaction with the selected text. How many practical essays should I
write so that I am ready for the exam? How long has this piece of rope? Students who do well on the exam tend to practice writing on a number of different clues. Successful students are also more likely to think regularly about the feedback they've received throughout the year, so start doing it as a regular part of your
learning routine now. TIP: Remember that there is no time for reflection to break the exam. Students who have done the training will be able to continuously write for the whole two hours on their chosen topics and passages. You will know you are ready when there are no promptings or a set of passages that intimidate
you. Should I memorize my essays? While it may feel safer to have something ready to go when you go into examination, writing essays in advance and remembering them is a mistake. Past exam reports made clear that some students who submitted essays that appeared fully remembered failed to interact with the
subject, and so often scored in the low to middle mark range. Of course, having a memory bank of a key vocabulary, scenes and literary devices is essential; however, you should be prepared to apply your knowledge to specific topics and passages on the exam. Not responding directly to these leaves you in danger of
producing an inappropriate response. TIP: Expand your knowledge of texts and practice writing on as many questions and passages as you can to help build your confidence. Do you have any definitive comments and advice on approaching each section of the exam? Section A: Literary PerspectivesThis section in terms
of triangle: the top of the triangle is the text, and the two bottom points display a hint Prospects. Text is the most important element, so make sure you use memorable quotes, present close text reading, and explore different aspects of text construction. You should also set a clear literary perspective and make sure that
your vocabulary displays the lens you are applying. You can use the views of critics to substantiate your interpretation, but it is not significant. Finally, make sure that the hint is resolved over the course of the essay. Section B: Close AnalysisThese are different ways to structure this essay; to score well, however, you
must work closely with the language of passages. Some students jump into their response without input, while some find it easier to present their interpretation, including input and conclusion. Your essay structure may vary, but body paragraphs need to analyze how the text was constructed and learn how the author used
language to convey meaning. (This will help you avoid writing essays in the style of views and values.) Remember that while the literature exam may seem far away, it is important to start preparing now. This ensures that you feel confident on the day and are happy to share what you have learned. Need more help
preparing for the literature exam? Buying Insight's Literature Exam Guide is the 2nd edition of Robert Byrdwood and Melanie Naptin. The literary exam manual of the 2nd edition is a comprehensive resource for the VCE Literature exam; it explains the requirements of each section, unpacks the criteria and includes
sample paragraphs and complete responses using popular texts. Students seeking a comprehensive guide to the VCE literature course can also purchase the 5th edition of Insight's Literature for older students, Robert Byrdwood, which has practical recommendations, activities, models and annotated sample responses
so students can build trust and skills in all forms of literary analysis. Both literature for senior students of the 5th edition and literary exam Guide 2nd edition are produced by Insight Publications, an independent Australian educational publisher. Photo credit: LedyX/Shutterstock Shutterstock
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